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ADVANTAGE:
WHEN PARTNERS
FUEL GROWTH

In 2012, a medical device company that operates in the
ophthalmology space, experienced explosive global growth as
their FDA-approved product gained massive popularity at home
and overseas.

Early Expansion Efforts
The company established its first subsidiary in Germany in 2013.
The incorporation process was extremely labor and time
intensive. It involved working with several advisors and local
firms to ensure all necessary processes were completed, and
operations could be conducted in compliance with the
regulations in the new territory.
In 2015, the company expanded into Japan. Their corporate
executives had to travel to the country frequently to meet, and
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establish relationships with, local accounting firms, law firms,
banks, and other government agencies in order to create the
subsidiary. It became apparent to the company executives that
they needed a more efficient and scalable process.

Lessons Learnt
There is significant burden on corporate resources in
traveling to, identifying, and training accounting and legal
partners in each country. Difficulties also exist with
incorporation, accounting, payroll, and ongoing compliance
and support requirements.
Different partners in each country create disparate payroll
and accounting systems which leads to inefficiencies and
error risk in consolidation and financial statements.
Regulatory environments are ever-changing and differ from
country-to-country – very challenging to track.

After our initial experiences, we realized that it was going to be very difficult for us to
continue to do this, and spend the time and resources, and get the consistent quality
across the platform by going into all of these countries and doing it ourselves
- CFO of the Client

”

Finding the Right Partner
The Client teamed up with Global Upside for their
Australia and Canada launches.
Our comprehensive knowledge of the legal and
regulatory environments made it easy for the Client to
remain compliant and reduce ongoing management
across their global operations.
Global Upside was quickly able to streamline the
payroll and accounting processes while consolidating
global reporting via a single point of contact.

Fueling Growth
Our partnership had a direct impact on reducing the
day-to-day operational burden for our Client and in
reducing the stress that the management teams faced
over persistent quality and compliance issues.
Since our collaboration started, our Client has seen
exponential growth with annual revenues increasing
from $72 million to $181 million in just three years.
Global Upsides continues to be a trusted partner to the
Client. We have scaled to meet their growing
operational needs across many countries and are now
providing comprehensive payroll, accounting, and HR
services in UK, Spain, Sweden, France, and Canada.

THE CFO'S PERSPECTIVE
The issues our Client faced when
expanding overseas are commonplace
for many companies. Often, the
process can be simplified by working
with the right partner. Here are the
criterion our Client outlined as critical
to consider when choosing a partner:
• Experience operating in a broad range
of countries and continents
• A willingness to identify and, if needed,
share access to their local providers of
compliance services
• Systems and capacity to meet our
business needs

“I think it’s important to find a
partner who, like Global Upside,
can demonstrate that they have a
broad range of countries and
continents where they have
operations and experience in“
- CFO of the Client
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